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COALGEBRAS, COCOMPOSITIONS AND COHOMOLOGY 
Abstract. The (co)homology theory of n-ary (co)compositions is a functor associating to n-ary
(co)composition a complex. We present unied approach to the cohomology theory of coasso-
ciative and Lie coalgebras and for 2n-ary cocompositions. This approach points to a possible
generalization.
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Foreword
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, L be a finite dimensional k-vector space and L 
lin(L, k) be the dual k-space of L. Let the tensor product ⊗ means ⊗k, TL  L⊗
be the tensor algebra generated by k  L and let I  TL be a two-sided ideal. The
linear map 4 2 lin(L, L⊗n) is said to be the n-ary noncoassociative cocomposition
on L. In other words, a noncoassociative n-ary cocomposition, coalgebra for n4 is a
(n,1)-tensor over L,
4 2 L⊗n ⊗ L. (1)
By D4 2 der(TL) we are denoting the IN -homogeneous (skew)derivation of the
tensor algebra such that
D4jk  0 and D4jL  4.
The cohomology theory of n-ary cocompositions is a functor
fL,4g 7−! fTL/I, D4/Ig,
associating to n-ary cocomposition (coalgebra), fL,4g, a complex fTL/I, D4/Ig.
Results proven for finite-dimensional cocompositions (coalgebras) give the valid re-
sults for compositions (algebras) by categorical duality.
Cohomology and homology theory of associative algebras was formulated by
Hochschild in 1945. One year after, Claude Chevalley together with Samuel Eilen-
berg, inspired by E´lie Cartan implicite considerations, gave the precise definition of
the cohomology and homology groups of the Lie algebras (published in 1948). Inde-
pendently the (co)homology theory of Lie algebras was defined by Jean-Luis Koszul
(The´se 1950). Both theories, Hochschild theory and Chevalley - Eilenberg - Koszul
theory, are treated in most of textbooks as separate theories. A unified axiomatic
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2treatment of both theories with the help of the derived functors Tor (derived from
⊗) and Ext (derived from Hom) is presented by Henri Cartan and Samuel Eilenberg
in the monograph Homological Algebra (1956).
The Cartan - Eilenberg axiomatic (co)homology theory does not make clear, why
(co)homology theory should make sense for two varieties of algebras, associative
and Lie, only? Already in 1948 Eilenberg pose the problem of an association of a
cohomology groups to any nonassociative algebra. Yamaguti in 1963 formulated the
cohomology theory for algebras introduced by Malcev in 1955 on the basis of the
analytic loops. Cohomology of the Lie triple systems has been elaborated by Harris
in 1961 and by Yamaguti (1957-1969). The (co)homology theory was extended to
the graded algebras and graded Lie triples (Tilgner 1977) and make sense for Lie
ZZ2-graded algebras and Lie multi-graded algebras (Bani and Tripathy 1984) One
can look for a complete list of algebras for which a (co)homology theory make sense.
To do this we ask what is special about the associative and Lie algebras which allows
to formulate for them a (co)homology theory? The present notes are motivated by
this question.
We present the unified approach to the cohomology theory of n-ary cocomposi-
tions and in particular the unified approach to the cohomology theory of associative
and Lie coalgebras.
Slight modification of presented approach can be applied for the non-Lie Malcev
algebras, however this is beyond of the scope of this short note.
Graded derivations
Denote ^  ⊗/I.
Definition 1 Let α, β 2 alg(TL/I). An (α, β)-derivation of the factor algebra TL/I
is a linear map δ 2 lin(TL/I) that satisfies Leibnitz’s rule
δ  ^  ^  (δ ⊗ α + β ⊗ δ) : (TL/I)⊗ (TL/I) −! TL/I.
The vector k-space of all (α, β)-derivations of TL/I is denoted by derα,β(TL/I).
We will determine the conditions on the linear maps α, β, δ 2 lin(TL/I) which
for p 2 IN assure the implication
δ 2 derα,β =) δp 2 derαp,βp .Thedefinitionimplythatforeach
p2 IN we have
δp  ^ = ^  (δ ⊗ α + β ⊗ δ)p.
Therefore the condition we are looking for is
(δ ⊗ α + β ⊗ δ)p = δp ⊗ αp + βp ⊗ δp.
We can solve this condition for the IN -homogeneous case. Let D 2 derA,B(TL) be
IN -homogeneous derivation of gradeD  jDjn− 1. The definition imply
jAj = jBj = 0, A1 = B1 = 1 and D1 = 0.
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The equation
(D ⊗A + B ⊗D)p = Dp ⊗Ap + Bp ⊗Dp
for p > 1 and for every homogeneous derivation D imply that
AξjL = ξ  idL and Bζ jL = ζ  idL,
where ξ, ζ 2 k.
Lemma 1 The implication
D 2 derξ,ζ(TL) =) Dp 2 derξp,ζp(TL)
holds iff ξζ = 0 or if ξζ 6= 0 and (ζ/ξ)jDj is the nontrivial pth root of unity, ζpjDj =
ξpjDj, ζ 6= ξ.
In particular:
D 2 derξ,ζ(TL) =) D2 2 derξ2,ζ2(TL) iff ξζ(ξjDj + ζjDj) = 0.
D 2 derξ,ζ(TL) =) D3 2 derξ3,ζ3(TL) iff ξζ(ξ2jDj + ξjDjζjDj + ζ2jDj) =
The same statment holds true for any IN -graded factor algebra TL/I. The algebra
fTL/I, Bζg is ZZp-graded for ζp = 1. The implication of Lemma 1 for p = 3 has
been related by Kerner (1992) to the cubic root of the translations.
The IN -homogeneous components of the tensor algebra TL are denoted by
T nL  L⊗n  ft 2 TL; grade t = ng.
If jDj = +1 and ξ = 1 then we have the recurrent formula
D2jL⊗n = (D2jL⊗(n−1))⊗ idL + ζ2(n−1)idL⊗(n−1) ⊗ (D2jL)
+ ζn−1(ζ + 1)(DjL⊗(n−1))⊗ (DjL).
This prove the lemma
Lemma 2 Let D 2 derζ(TL), jDj = +1, then
D2 = 0 () D2jL = 0 and D2jL⊗
Factor derivations
Let pi be the epimorphism: TL −! TL/I. A linear map A 2 link(TL) factors to
A/I 2 lin(TL/I) if and only if
AI  I and then pi A = (A/I)  pi.
The map
ω : (TL)⊗ (TL) −! TL
factors to the map ω/I : (TL/I)⊗ (TL/I) −! TL/I, iff
ω(I ⊗ TL + TL⊗ I)  I, and then pi  Ifthefactormap
4A/Iexiststhenexiststhefactormap(A⊗)/I and
(A  ⊗)/I = (A/I)  (⊗/I) : (TL/I)⊗ (TL/I) −! TL/I.Let
AandBbelinearmapsinlin(TL).Ifexistthefactormaps,A/IanB/I,thenexiststhefactormaps(AB)/I,
f⊗  (A ⊗ B)g(A  B)/I = A/I  B/I,f⊗  (A ⊗ B)g/I = (⊗/I)  (A/I ⊗ B/I) :
(TL/I)⊗ (TL/I) −! TL/I.
Corollary 1 The derivation D 2 derA,B(TL) factors to the (A/I, B/I)-derivation
D/I of the factor algebra D/I 2 derA/I,B/I(TL/I) if and only if A, B and D pre-
serve the ideal I.
Homogeneous ideals
The ideal I  TL is said to be homogeneous if
I =
∑
fI \ (L⊗n)g, I \ (k  L) = 0.
For homogeneous ideal the factor algebra TL/I is -graded, pi =, and ^ = 0. Let
the map D 2 (TL) be -homogeneous with jDj = jD/Ij. In this case jAj = jA/Ij = 0.
Let A and B be zero-grade algebra maps, A, B 20 (TL), such that
AjL  ξ L and BjL  ζ L .
These algebra maps preserve homogeneous ideals and therefore factors to the factor-
algebra maps A/I, B/I 2 (TL/I).
The cocomposition 4 2 (L, L⊗n) determine the unique (ξ, ζ)-derivation D4 of
the tensor algebra,
4 ↪! D4 2ξ,ζ (TL),
such that jD4j = n− 1 and
D4jk  0 and D4jL  4.
If the ideal I TL is homogeneous then the linear map 4 2 (L, L⊗n) determine the
unique (ξ, ζ)-derivation (D4/I) 2ξ,ζ (TL/I) of the factor algebra iff D4I  I.
Cocomutative n-ary cocomposition
Definition 2 Let I  TL be an ideal. The n-ary cocomposition L⊗n⊗L is said to
be I-cocomutative if
(im4) \ I = 0.
The condition of definition determine the variety of I-cocomutative noncoassociative
cocompositions (coalgebras).
Let P 2 (L⊗n) be idempotent such that I fPg  TL.The(n,1)−tensorP4
over L is said to be P -skew-cocomutator of the cocomposition (coalgebra) fL,4g.
A P -(skew) cocommutative n-ary cocomposition (coalgebra) is the triple fL, P,4g
where the (n,1)-tensor 4 and the idempotent (n,n)-tensor P satisfy the conditon
P  4 = 0, 4  kerP.
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Jacobi condition for n-ary cocomposition
Let




(D4/I)2 = 0 () (D4/I)2jL = 0.
We have
(D/I)2  pi = pi D2.
Therefore (D4/I)2 = 0 () im(D4  4)I \ L⊗(2n−1) .TheframedconditionissaidtobetheJacobiconditionforn−
The more general Jacobi condition could be
Dm/I = (D/I)m = 0 () (Dm)  I.
We proved the following
Lemma 3 Let 4 be n-ary co-composition on L with a derivation D4 2ξ,ζ (TL),
jD4j = n− 1. Let I be homogeneous ideal in the tensor algebra TL. The necessary
and sufficient cond the map
fL,4g 7−! fTL/I, D4/Ig,
define the cohomology theory for n-ary co-composition 4, are
(i) ξn−1 + ζn−1 = 0 (=) (D4)2 2 (ii)InvarianceD4I  I (, 9 D4/I 2
and 9 (D4)2/I = (D4/I)2 2),
(iii) I-cocomutativity (4) \ I = 0 2 L⊗n,
(iv) The Jacobi condition: (D4  4)  I \ L⊗(2n−1) (, (D4/I)2 = 0).
The (ξ, ζ)-derivation D4 2ξ,ζ (TL) can be viewed D  fDjL⊗ng, D4jL⊗n =∑n−1
k=0 ζ
k
k ⊗4⊗ ξn−k−1n−k−1 , whereD4jL  4 and
ξζ(ξ(n−1) + ζ(n−1)) = 0Theaboveformulatellsthataderivation
Disdeterminedbyaparametersfξ, ζg and values of D on generating space L, 4 
DjL ↪! D. In the case of the tensor algebra TL, these values may be chosen
arbitrarily. In particular D = 0 () DjL = 0. If Dp is a derivation then Dp = 0 is
equivalent to DpjL = 0.
Let P 2 (L⊗n) and Q 2 (L⊗(2n−1)) be idempotents I fPg and kerQ  I \
L⊗(2n−1).IntermsoftheoperatorsP, Qand4 we have altogether three compatibility
conditions which assure the cohomology theory for n-ary co-compositions.
The existence of the factor-derivation D4I  I , Q D4  P = 0 : L⊗nL⊗(2n−1AP−(skew)−
cocommutativity P  4 = 0 : LL⊗n.TheJacobicondition Q D4  4 = 0 : LL⊗(2n−1).Inequations(7−
9)D4 is given by the formula (5).
One can consider the set of equations (7-9) from the two points of view:
6− Let the ideal I be given. This means that the operators P and Q are given.
Then the above set of three equations determine (possible empty) variety co-
compositions satisfying identities. We will show in the next section that in this
way one can define the coassociative coalgebras and Lie coalgebras as examples
of the varieties of coalgebras possesing the cohomology theory.
− Let the n-ary cocomposition fL,4g be given. For example we can take (binary)
noncoassociative coalgebra. Then the above set of equations determine (possible
empty) set of (quadratic) ideals in t tensor algebra TL, each of which determine
the cohomology theory for the given noncoassociative coalgebra fL,4g.
Coassociative 2n-ary cocompositions.
The choice
I  0, P  0 and Q L⊗3,
define the 2n-ary coassociative cocompositions, which are analogous to the coasso-
ciative coalgebras, and posess the cohomology theory. For this choice we are left
with the Jacobi condition only.
For example the 4-ary cocomposition is said to be coassociative if the (7,1)-tensor
over L,
(4⊗L⊗3−L⊗4⊗L⊗2+L⊗2⊗4⊗L−L⊗3⊗4)isthezerotensor.Thistensoristheanalogyofthecoassociatorforthebina
For jD4j = 1,
D4j(L⊗ L) = 4⊗ ξidL +4,
and (D4)2 is a derivation iff ξζ(ξ + ζ) = 0. Three solutions leads to
if ζ = 0 (D4)2jL = (4⊗L if ξ = 0
(D4)2jL = (L⊗4) if ξ + ζ = 0 (D4)2jL = (4⊗L −L
The last expression is the coassociator of a coalgebra fL,4g. Therefore for I  0
the Jacobi condition, (D4)2 = 0, determine the variety of coassociative coalgebras
(4⊗L −L ⊗4)  4 = 0 : LL⊗3.
The coassociativity is equivalent to the condition (D4)2 = 0 and in this way
every coassociative co-algebra fL,4g have the (scalar-valued) complex fTL, D4g.
The cohomology groups of the complex fTL, D4g are by definition the cohomology
groups (with the scalar coeficients) of the coassociative co-algebra fL,4g. This is
the scalar-valued Hochschild cohomology. The presented scheme allows the general-
izations for not coassociative coalgebras.
The Lie algebras are skew-symmetric and in this case I is the quadratic ideal
generated by the symmetric tensors. We are going to show that this ideal, the
formula (10) below, is preserved by the (ξ, ζ)-derivations if and only if ξ + ζ = 0 and
that this statement is 4-independent. For this we need some notations related to
the representation of the braid and permutation groups in the tensor algebra TL.
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Braid and permutation groups
A convenient way to describe the braid group Bn is by means of the two generators
τ and c (Artin 1926, Coxeter and Moser 1957, page 63)
Bn  fτ, cjcn = (c  τ)n−1 = (τ  c)n−1g.
Let c be represented by the cyclic isomorphism c 2 (L⊗n), such that cnjL⊗n = id,
c(v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ . . .⊗ vn)(−)n−1  (vn ⊗ . . . vn−1),
and let
N jL⊗n  c + c2 + . . . + cn.
Therefore (c− id) N = 0.
Let τ be represented by the twist isomorphism, τ2 = idTL, o
τ(v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ v3 ⊗ . . .)  v2 ⊗ v1 ⊗ v3 ⊗ . . .
For n  3, τ N = N  τ.
Lemma 4 For any comultiplication 4 2 L⊗ L⊗ L the identities hold
c  (4⊗ idL) = (idL ⊗4)  τ
c2  (idL ⊗4) = (4⊗ idL)  τ.
Lie coalgebras
The paper by Michaelis (1980) is the general reference about Lie coalgebras. Let
P (L⊗2+τ) 2 (L⊗ L) and I  fPg.
Lemma 5
I  fPg =) I \ L⊗3 = kerf(L⊗3−τ) Ng.
In this case
Q = N  (L⊗3−τ) = (L⊗3−τ) N 2 (L⊗3).
Note that 16Q is the projector on L ^ L ^ L  L^3.
Lemma 6 The ideal (10) is preserved by the (ξ,−ξ)-derivation D4, D4I  I, for
every comultiplication 4.
Proof. From Lemma 4 we have the identity
N D4  P = 0 for each 4.
2
More generaly, we conjecture that D4-stable quadratic ideals, 8 4, needs to satisfy
the Yang-Baxter equation, as it is in the case of the braided Lie algebras invented by
Gurevich.
For the ideal (10) we are left with the two conditions (8-9) only.
8Definition 3 The (3,1)-tensor J  J4 over L
J  Q  (4⊗L −L ⊗4)  4 : LL⊗3,
is said to be the coJacobiator of coalgebra fL,4g.
The ideal (10) determine the variety of the co-skew-symmetric coalgebras P4 = 0.
Lemma 7 The co-Jacobiator J of a co-skew-commutative coalgebras (11) possess
the alternative forms:
J = +4N  (4⊗ idL)  4
= −4N  (idL ⊗4)  4.
Therefore the ideal (10) determine the variety of Lie coalgebras, satisfying the τ 4 
−4 and J4  0, as the variety of coalgebras possessing the cohomology
theory.
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